Abstract: Tissue engineering embraces the potential of recreating and replacing defective body parts by advancements in the medical field. Being a biocompatible nanomaterial with outstanding physical, chemical, optical, and biological properties, graphene-based materials were successfully employed in creating the perfect scaffold for a range of organs, starting from the skin through to the brain. Investigations on 2D and 3D tissue culture scaffolds incorporated with graphene or its derivatives have revealed the capability of this carbon material in mimicking in vivo environment. The porous morphology, great surface area, selective permeability of gases, excellent mechanical strength, good thermal and electrical conductivity, good optical properties, and biodegradability enable graphene materials to be the best component for scaffold engineering. Along with the apt microenvironment, this material was found to be efficient in differentiating stem cells into specific cell types. Furthermore, the scope of graphene nanomaterials in liver tissue engineering as a promising biomaterial is also discussed. This review critically looks into the unlimited potential of graphene-based nanomaterials in future tissue engineering and regenerative therapy.
Introduction

Tissue engineering
The potential advancements experienced in the medical field through the introduction of tissue engineering involve the repair/recreation of structure and function of live tissue or organs. This practice comprises the utilization of various aspects of cell biology, materials chemistry, biomaterials engineering, immunology, preclinical, clinical investigations, etc. The huge growing demand for organ and tissue transplants stimulated continuous investigations on the rejuvenating properties of cells. This encouraged the development of a revolutionary technique called tissue engineering, as an ultimate solution toward the tissue and organ damage. The critical factors to be considered in the regeneration of cells involve; the nature and origin of cells, scaffold materials used, scaffold design, cellular and outer environment for tissue formation, etc. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Introduction of stem cells to tissue engineering for tissue/organ repair revealed a novel perception of regenerative therapy. The undifferentiated pluripotent cells were utilized for the growth, proliferation, and differentiation to specific tissue/ organ leading to successful trials in preclinical and clinical investigations. During the early stages, tissue engineering was used in the preparation of tissue construct outside the body and was then incorporated into the living being. However, in the current scenario, clinical tissue engineering involves the successful implantation and evaluation of the prepared tissue/ organ via clinical studies. Numerous tissue engineeringbased therapies such as wound healing and orthopedic applications have obtained approval from Food and Drug Administration for clinical experiments and are commercially available. The future of tissue engineering depends on three-dimensional (3D) scaffolds created by novel promising biomaterials. [6] [7] [8] This review gives a bird's eye view on recent advances in graphene-based 3D scaffolds in tissue engineering applications as illustrated in Figure 1 .
Scaffolds
Scaffolds are essential components for the regeneration of tissues in 3D cell culture. From the mechanical aspect, scaffolds assist to withstand external pressures and give structural support to the tissue to be regenerated. Considering the biological aspect, scaffolds are structures which support the development of extracellular matrix (ECM) and cell establishment. Moreover, the permeability of scaffold is another factor, where scaffolds should allow the transfer of nutrients from culture media and support the removal of toxic metabolites/by-products from the tissues without hindering the culturing conditions. Timely degradation of the scaffold material by allowing the takeover of the cells is another critical feature to be considered to support the regenerative tissue. Limited cell-cell interaction, lack of cellular organization, and difference from the real in vivo scenario are the main limiting factors of two-dimensional (2D) cell culture which could be improved by the use of more advanced 3D cell culture. [9] [10] [11] [12] 2D and 3D scaffolds
Generally, the types of cell culture are explained in terms of the dimension of cell growth as a 2D or 3D cell cultures. Figure 2 shows the pictorial representation of a 2D and 3D cell culture. 2D indicates the growth of cells as a monolayer in culture flasks, which normally involves a single type of cells growing on a planar surface. 2D cultures are extensively used in cell research due to factors such as easier cellular observation, direct measurement feasibility, inexpensive nature, prime scope in drug testing, and cytocompatibility. However, 2D cultures are not a perfect representation of the normal cellular environment in an organism. As a result, the 2D cultures exhibit abnormal structural features, mechanical constraints and often caused misleading results when tested in vivo. Ultimately, when considering pro-apoptotic factors in drug discovery and biocompatibility analysis, a remarkable difference in the results was observed in 2D and 3D cell cultures. Major changes were observed in terms of cell polarity, cell morphology, intracellular-extracellular protein production, receptor organization, gene expressions, etc. 13, 14 Moreover, 2D scaffold-based tissue engineering faces concerns regarding mass transfer, whereby the availability of nutrients and oxygen is limited to the cells. This is due to the high surface to mass ratio of scaffolds which constraints the growth, proliferation, and differentiation of the tissue construct. Another concern is the development of multilayer tissue structures for the formation of complete organ (liver, kidney, heart, etc.), which has high ratios of surface area to mass and has a variety of similar cells present in the same scaffold which are needed in a specific cellular environment. 3 Having the advantage of mimicking the functions of a live tissue, 3D tissue culture bridges the gap between in vitro cell culture and real tissue. 15, 16 In 3D cell culture, a cellular microenvironment is created in the cell-cell or cell-ECM interactions, which mimics the normal real-life scenario. Accordingly, cell growth, differentiation, and proliferation will be supported in this system. A 3D tissue culture offers a wider platform for therapeutic investigations and drug discovery. It provides a physiologically relevant morphology, a normal cellular microenvironment, and the possibility of co-culture of a variety of cells. 17, 18 Various approaches are available for the preparation of 3D culture such as forced floating, hanging drop, agitation-based methods, microfluidic cell culture platforms, matrices, and scaffolds. 19 The medical advancements lead to the development of 3D cultures utilizing matrices and scaffolds to create "closer to in vivo" organo-typic cultures. These 3D cultures are used in investigations regarding cellular differentiation, drug discovery, tumorigenesis, gene-protein expressions, signaling pathways, cell physiology, cellular proliferation, apoptosis, cell motility, microenvironmental conditions, etc.
16, 20, 21 The choice of scaffolds for 3D cell culture depends on the function and cell types. Scaffold's properties vary based on polymer concentration, ligand density, pore size, structure, flexibility, stiffness, etc. Owing to their biocompatibility, natural polymers such as collagen, gelatin, elastin, silk fibroin, chitosan (CS), chitin, fibrin, and fibrinogen are extensively used for preparing 3D scaffolds. Synthetic polymers such as polylactic acid (PLA), poly(glycolic acid), polyhydroxyalkanoate , and poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) were also utilized in the preparation of 3D scaffold due to their easily adapting porosity, degradation time, and mechanical characteristics. 22, 23 In a 3D cell culture, the scaffold provides support for cells to maintain the biophysical and biomechanical interaction by acting as the ECM. It creates a biologically active microenvironment and surface architecture that is favorable for a variety of cells to grow, differentiate and proliferate by providing the optimal required conditions. 24, 25 Ultimately, 3D scaffold could replace the 2D scaffold system whereby the latter has no actual similarity with the in vivo system. Apart from this, 3D scaffold-based tissue engineering has displayed an enhanced RNA expression and gene regulation possibly due to the cell-cell interaction in the 3D environment, which could be an effective and valuable future tool in DovePress various fields such as drug discovery, cancer therapy, and regenerative medicine. 2, 26, 27 The different types of scaffold materials and their advantages are listed in Table 1 . Some of the limitations of 3D cell culture involve the requirement of extended time, challenges in microscopy, inadequate mass transfer of nutrients and oxygen due to the diffusion limited environment, and maintenance of aseptic conditions. Moreover, the 3D culture prepared as spheroids has limitations during analysis such as spatial analysis concerns due to the structure, requirement of fixation for histology analysis, reliability of tissue construct in terms of drug response, etc. 42 Besides, 3D culture using fibers and porous scaffolds also possess limitations in co-culturing certain cells in a spatially controlled manner, regulation of the signaling in the system, limitation on perfusion, etc. Advanced microfluidic 3D cultures have solutions for many of these concerns of 3D tissue engineering.
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A scaffold-free approach also has been explored in the engineering of skin, periosteum, myocardium, periodontium, and corneal epithelium tissue sheets, where the cells were cultured as a monolayer, with conditions to promote ECM production to form a robust tissue sheet. [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] Recently, such a scaffold-free approach was used to generate engineered corneal stromal tissue sheets for replacement of scarred corneal tissue. 51 When transplanted into corneal stromal pockets, this engineered tissue sheets were incorporated into surrounding tissues and became transparent without eliciting any adverse reaction which strongly supports the potential of this stromal constructs in regenerative therapy. In contrast, in the case of inkbased 3D printing, soft materials in the form of printable inks are articulated from various molecular, polymeric, or particulate species. This scaffold preparation is obtained by the desired flow behavior designed by the factors such as ink's viscosity, surface tension, shear yield stress, shear elastic, and loss moduli. Light-and ink-based 3D printing methods can control the fabrication of soft matter that has tunable mechanical, electrical, and other functional properties. 52 Generally, the engineered 3D scaffolds cannot completely represent the complexity of real natural extracellular matrices, the microenvironment with cellcell interactions, cellular organization, and the functions of living tissues. Decellularized ECM turns out as an excellent unique choice in terms of composition and topology, resident cells interactions, and microenvironment. 53, 54 Pati et al, 55 investigated the concept of decellularized ECM with bioinks, including adipose, cartilage, and heart tissues. The bioprinting of cell-laden constructs in the decellularized ECM showed crucial cues for cells engraftment, survival, and long-term function with high cell viability and functionality.
Nano in scaffolds
Scaffolds act as ECM which create a suitable platform for cellular interactions, nutrient-gas transport, removal of toxic metabolites, etc. In normal cells, the ECM follows a range of nanotopographical patterns to support the formation of tissue, whereas, in bone tissues, ECM appears in the form of different nanostructures. When introduced to 3D scaffolds, nanomaterials with the size range of 100 nm can mimic the natural tissue conditions by enhancing tissue growth, differentiation, proliferation, cellular signaling, etc. [56] [57] [58] Moreover, 3D scaffolds which consist of nanofibers, nanotubes, and nanoparticles, which are made of polymers such as PLA, PLGA, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), and polycaprolactone (PCL) found to be effective in influencing the fate of stem cells. Besides polymers, carbon materials offer a great choice of nanomaterials for tissue engineering due to their biocompatibility and incredible mechanical strength. [59] [60] [61] Carbon-based scaffolds provide unique features that are compatible with the natural ECM and were found to enhance the cell-cell interaction and normal cellular functions in tissue engineering. In addition, these scaffolds with specific nanotopographical structures can influence the survival of the cells and their functions.
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Graphene and its derivatives in cell and tissue engineering
Carbon-based nanomaterials function as an excellent platform for the development of 3D tissue engineering scaffolds. Carbon materials of different dimensions such as fullerenes, carbon nanotubes, and graphite were successfully employed in many tissue engineering investigations due to their mechanical stability. [63] [64] [65] These carbon nanomaterials are considered as a physical analog of ECM components such as collagen fibers due to their similar dimensions. [65] [66] [67] Graphene family incorporates a number of derivatives with contrasts within the structure and properties such as graphene oxide (GO), reduced graphene oxide (RGO), graphene quantum dots (GQDs), graphene nanosheets, monolayer graphene, and few layer graphene. Graphene has exceptional physical, chemical, and mechanical properties such as exceptional Young's modulus (~1.0 TPa), large surface area (2,630 m ), good thermal conductivity (~5,000 Wm
), high optical transmittance (~97.7%), and excellent electrical conductivity. [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] Furthermore, the ease of modification and functionalization enables the utilization of biocompatible graphene nanomaterials for wider applications in the health care industry. [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] The biocompatibility enables the use of graphene nanomaterials in drug/gene delivery, bioimaging, biosensing, antibacterial, anticancer, and tissue engineering applications. [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] Graphene is the basic structure of graphite, which is made up of a single layer of carbon atoms. Figure 3 displays the structure of graphene, GO and RGO. Oxidation of graphite results in the synthesis of GO. GO is reduced by reducing agents to create RGO through a variety of reduction processes. GO has an outstanding aqueous processability, amphiphilicity, ease of surface functionalization, surface enhanced Raman scattering property, and fluorescence quenching ability. These fascinating properties of GO are derived from its unique chemical structures (sp 2 carbon domains surrounded by sp 3 carbon domains) and oxygen containing hydrophilic functional groups. 84, 85 The latter, RGO, which is synthesized by the reduction of GO includes diverse reduction methods such as hydrothermal, chemical, photocatalytic, electrochemical, solvothermal, sonochemical, phytochemical (green chemistry), or multistep reduction. Reduction process incorporates changes in the structure, electrical conductivity, hydrophilicity, color, and in the side functional groups. During the reduction process, GO undergoes thermal deoxygenation, chemical deoxygenation, restoration of long-range conjugated structures, and healing of defects.
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Graphene-based scaffolds
Graphene-based nanomaterials act as excellent components for scaffold materials due to their unique electrical/ thermal conductivity, mechanical stability, chemical composition, porous structure, biocompatibility, bioadhesion property, etc. [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] The preparation of graphene uses either top-down or bottom-up approaches. 94, 95 Integration of graphene components has excitingly enhanced the cytocompatibility of biomaterials by osteointegration, stem cell differentiation into variety of cells, improved neuronal growth and branching, which boost the production of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)/pro-angiogenic gene for cardiac repair. [96] [97] [98] [99] Graphene-based 3D scaffolds with anticipated features could contribute in the cell proliferation through the micro/nanoporous structure which enables the smooth transportation of cell-cell or cell-ECM interactions through different cellular signals (chemical and electrical signals). The scaffold topography will vary based on the preparation methods and conditions. Based on the micro/ nano-architectures used, the desired features (electrical, optical, mechanical, chemical, or electrochemical properties) of the graphene materials will vary. Thus, the 
Fabrication of graphene scaffold
The preparation of graphene-based 3D scaffolds involves different synthesis approaches such as covalent amide interactions by mixing functionalized graphene nanostructures with natural or synthetic polymers through gas foaming technique (ammonium bicarbonate as the porogen), graphene with different ratios of polymers and metal ions directed CVD process, self-assembled graphene foam (GF) by hydrothermal synthesis, chemical etching, etc. [123] [124] [125] The scaffold fabrication process follows various approaches such as solvent casting, gas foaming, phase separation, melt molding technique, emulsification, freeze-drying/lyophilization, electrospinning, microfluidic technique, photopolymerization, micromolding, and bioprinting. Based on the synthesis approach, the characteristics of the scaffold will also vary.
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Solvent casting involves casting of an organic polymer with crosslinkers and salts; thereafter the material is subjected to solvent evaporation and dissolution of the salt molecules in water. The possibility of the presence of salt residue in the scaffold is the demerit of this fabrication technique. 131 Introduction of GO and graphene platelets to PLA was observed to enhance the tensile strength and Young's modulus. Moreover, the nanocomposite prepared in the solvent casting approach exhibited control in gas permeability (oxygen and nitrogen) through the films, which is a supporting feature to be utilized in tissue engineering applications. 132 In another investigation, the introduction of graphene nanomaterial to PLA resulted in changes in the morphology, surface topography, wettability, surface charge, and mechanical properties. The analysis of nanocomposite in mouse embryo fibroblasts showed good biocompatibility with an enhancement in cell adhesion and proliferation supporting faster tissue regeneration; however, a decrease in the platelet adhesion and activation was also observed. Gas foaming is another novel technique to prepare 3D nanofibrous scaffolds. Foaming agents such as sodium borohydride were introduced to the multi-layered polymeric mat and allowed for gas production by capillary action. This formed gas is then removed by washing with methanol or water. The inter-porosity of the sheets permits the diffusion of nutrients and signaling products between the layers. 133 Yang et al, 134 developed a porous GO modified poly(propylene-carbonate) 3D scaffold utilizing supercritical carbon dioxide by the supercritical gas foaming technique. The scaffold displayed excellent dimension stability and the features of final pore depended on the saturation conditions of CO 2 . The influence of saturation temperature and pressure on the morphology of scaffold is shown in Figure 4 . Phase separation is another technique to develop 3D scaffolds. Jing et al, 135 developed a composite scaffold using GO and polyurethane by thermal phase separation. Based on the concentration of GO, a change was observed in the pore size and the surface morphology of the nanocomposite. An increase in the concentration of GO leads to a decrease in the pore diameter, an increase in the surface roughness and elastic moduli. However, there was no cytotoxic response observed for the nanocomposite when tested in 3T3 fibroblast culture.
In the melt molding technique, the components of the scaffold are mixed and treated with high temperature followed by processing of the melted solution to predesigned molds. Sayyar et al, 136 developed a 3D scaffold made of PCL and graphene by melt extrusion technique which created 50% more mechanically stable scaffolds with good biocompatibility. Another investigation used the same components: PCL with GO and PCL with RGO which created two different types of 3D scaffolds by compression molding and was tested against osteoblast. The combination of GO and PCL exhibited better biocompatibility compared to RGO and PCL combination scaffold. Interestingly, RGO nanoparticle incorporated scaffold showed enhanced cellular proliferation, cell-cell interactions, and higher mineralization, collectively improving the bone cell growth. 137 Emulsification is another approach in the preparation of tissue engineering scaffolds based on hydrogels. 138 This method possesses a high control over the pore size and structure of the scaffold. 139 Chen et al, 140 recently developed a biocompatible macroporous nanocomposite made of GO and PVA by the emulsification method. Once the emulsion is prepared with PVA and GO in the solution, the addition of catalysts triggers polymerization to create the micro/macroporous structure which could act as carriers of cells or drug for various applications.
Freeze-drying/lyophilization is the removal of frozen solvents and the bound water molecules. Generally, frozen solvent is removed through sublimation and the bound water molecules through desorption. The preparation of scaffolds through freeze-drying has an influence on the structure and pore size of the scaffold. Subsequently, the pore size has proven effects on the cell growth and attachment. 141, 142 Micro/nano-architectures made of graphene-polymer were prepared to utilize freeze-drying. 143 The freeze-dried porous structure of scaffold using GO, hydroxyapatite (HA) nanoparticles and CS is shown in Figure 5A , 41 whereas the formation of uniform-sized macropores is displayed in Figure 5B . 144 Electrospinning method involves the preparation of nanofibers utilizing electric field and a conductive solution deposited on the charged surface. The synthesis of nanofibrous scaffold using PLA by incorporating GO and polyethylene glycol (PEG) using electrospinning technique also exhibited excellent morphological, thermal, mechanical, and wettability properties. 145 The concentration of PLA was kept constant and the loading level of GO-PEG varied from 1% to 10% to optimize the conditions to create nanofibres. Based on the electrical conductivity, the viscosity of the prepared solution; the filler concentration; and the diameter of fibers varied as shown in Figure 6A . The cytocompatibility analysis of this electrospun scaffold with Swiss mouse NIH 3T3 cells exhibited nontoxic response with enhanced cell attachment and growth. In a similar experiment using thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU), the increased concentration of GO created some level of aggregation ( Figure 6B ). The in vitro biocompatibility analysis on 3T3 fibroblasts and human umbilical vein endothelial cell (HUVEC) culture showed that an increased level of GO concentration leads to cell death, which could be due to the aggregating nature of fibers which induces stress on the cells. 146 Bioprinting is a novel method of generating geometrically defined structures in 3D. This technique could considerably control the physiological appearance and functions of the developed scaffold. Moreover, compared to the classical scaffold preparations, bioprinting has an advantage of excellent reproducibility and control over the scaffold structure. 147, 148 Wang et al, 149 developed a 3D scaffold using graphene and PCL via a screw-assisted additive bio-manufacturing bioprinter system (3D Discovery, RegenHU, Villaz-St-Pierre, Switzerland). PCL-graphene nanocomposite was initially heated, cooled, and introduced to the bioprinter to fabricate the scaffold. The size, shape, and distribution of pores in the scaffold were controlled by the input parameters. Analysis of the biocompatibility on human adipose-derived stem cells exhibited good cellular attachment and no toxicity response. Similarly, Vijayavenkataraman et al, 150 used PCL-RGO bioprinted scaffold for peripheral nerve injury repair. Compared to PCL scaffolds, the in vitro evaluations of P12 cells on PCL-RGO exhibited enhanced cell proliferation and neural differentiation of P12 cells in these scaffolds. Micromolding and photolithography are similar techniques used to prepare nanoscaffolds laden with cells. 151 These techniques were utilized for preparing the scaffolds based on hydrogels. 3D scaffolds made of graphene hydrogels are used in bone tissue, nerve tissue, cardiac, and stem cell engineering. [152] [153] [154] [155] The various preparation techniques of graphene-based scaffolds, their advantages and disadvantages are listed in Table 3 . In summary, based on the preparation methodology, the properties of scaffold will vary tremendously. Since many factors and parameters are involved, the intended scaffold has to be engineered or designed based on the desired application.
Design criteria and characterization of the scaffold
Scaffold is a 3D template used for the initial cell attachment and subsequent growth, proliferation, differentiation, extension, and tissue formation both in vitro and in vivo. The structure, architecture, and physiochemical properties regulate the quality of newly grown tissue. 165 Critical factor to be considered is the incorporation of an artificial vascular system, to improve mass transport of oxygen and nutrients into the interior of the scaffold for proper cellular growth. 166 Other design criteria in the preparation of scaffold comprise of biological, mechanical, and physicochemical parameters. Biological factors involve the Solvent casting Suitable for creating scaffolds with uniform pore size. Enables controlled gas permeability (oxygen and nitrogen) through the films, enhances tissue engineering applications. The in vitro analysis in mouse embryo fibroblasts displayed faster tissue regeneration with good biocompatibility, cell adhesion enhancement ,and proliferation.
Presence of salt residues in the scaffold. 131, 132 Gas foaming The inter-porosity of the scaffold permits diffusion of nutrients and signaling products between the layers. Exceptional dimension stability depends on the saturation conditions. Enhanced adhesion, proliferation, and differentiation
Non-biodegradability and in vivo toxicity due to oxidative potential. 159 Melt moulding Mechanically stable scaffolds with good biocompatibility, enhanced cellular proliferation, accelerated growth, differentiation, cell-cell interactions proliferation of stem cells, and higher mineralization.
Cellular uptake mechanisms not clear. 160, 161 Emulsification Hydrogels based scaffolds which have high control over the pore size and structure of the scaffold. Excellent drug carriers, improved cell adhesion and suitable environments for tissue engineering.
Multiple drug loading not possible 162 Electrospinning Simple and low-cost equipment, easy scale-up possibility of outstanding morphological, thermal, mechanical, and wettability properties. Good biocompatibility, enhanced cell attachment and growth.
Suitable for static and dynamic cell culture protocols.
Limited cell infiltration in dense structures. Increased graphene concentration causes stress in certain cell types. 163, 164 Bioprinting Geometrically defined structures. Control over morphology and functions of the developed scaffold. Excellent reproducibility. Good cell viability, cellular attachment proliferation, maturation, and no toxicity response.
Controlled cell distributions and vascularization.
selection of biocompatible and bioactive materials which support the initial adhesion, cellular growth, proliferation, and differentiation of the required tissue. Mechanical parameters ensure the stability of scaffold materials. Meanwhile, the physiochemical factors in scaffold fabrication are determined by many factors. The external geometry of the scaffold indicates the micro/macrostructure and interconnectivity of the 3D scaffold. Another factor is the surface property which includes the surface energy, charge, surface area, etc. Porosity, pore size, and pore distribution are other design criteria. Interface adherences between cells and scaffolds as well as biocompatibility are other parameters to be considered. In addition, degradation kinetics of the scaffold is another important specification that constraints the design. Mechanical competence of the scaffold against compressive and tensile strength also has to be considered in the design of scaffold.
138,144,165
Characterization of graphene scaffold
The 3D graphene scaffolds are characterized based on their morphology, chemical composition, mechanical stability, biocompatibility, etc. Morphological characterization of the scaffolds normally performed via scanning electron microscopy), transmission electron microscopy, and/or atomic force microscopy imaging. 120, [167] [168] [169] The determination of porosity and surface area is carried out by BrunauerEmmett-Teller (BET) analysis where nitrogen gas is adsorbed on the solid surface to analyze the porous nature of the scaffold. For example, BET analysis of a 3D scaffold made of graphene-augmented inorganic nanofibres exhibited 85-95% oriented porosity. 170 The presence of graphene nanomaterial enables the use of Raman spectroscopy for the characterization of scaffold to analyze the formation of different chemical bonds and to study the structure of graphene nanomaterials in the nanocomposite. 171 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a surface-sensitive analytical technique for analyzing the energy of the photoelectrons (50-2,000 eV) that are emitted when a surface is bombarded with X-rays in a vacuum chamber. In graphene studies, XPS evaluates the chemical shifts in carbon and validates the elemental, chemical, and electronic structure. 172 The reduction of GO to RGO in a graphene scaffold can be determined via XPS analysis by comparing the ratio of carbon and oxygen elements in these two graphene derivatives. 173, 174 Mechanical characterization of the scaffolds can be carried out by evaluating Young's modulus, elastic modulus, flexural modulus, tensile strength, maximum strain, and load-bearing capacity, etc. 22 Electrical stimulation and photostimulation studies are other techniques conducted to evaluate the properties of scaffold in response to electric field and light. 98, 175 In order to evaluate the biocompatibility of the graphene scaffold, different cell viability assays such as lactate dehydrogenase, reactive oxygen species (ROS), Alizarin Red staining, and fluorescent staining assays have been conducted. 62, 171, 176 Cellular microenvironment (cells and growth factors)
Cellular microenvironment is the local surrounding which interacts with the cells by means of chemical and physical signals, and thus it holds an imperative role in tissue engineering. Biochemical, structural, electrical, biomechanical, and spatial factors could influence the cellular growth in the in vivo-like 3D culture. 177 Engineered microenvironments can control the cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions in a 3D system in a favorable manner and thus regulate many cellular functions like growth, differentiation, migration, gene expression, protein synthesis, apoptosis, etc. In-depth understanding of the complexity and heterogeneity of the cellular environment could contribute toward the design of novel drug delivery systems and cell-based assays. Different 3D culture forms such as hanging drop plates, microwell plates, cellular microarrays, and microfluidic devices become crucial in determining the efficiency and toxicity of novel potential drugs. 178, 179 Mechanotransduction is another process where the mechanical properties of the extracellular environment induce cellular responses, leading to changes in the cell behavior and structure. This includes many factors such as biochemical signaling, spatial patterning of the cells, rigidity of the scaffold as well as shear/tension/ stretch forces experienced by the cells in the scaffold.
of the size or structure of the system. However, cellular microenvironment functions in a two-way interactive mode which ensure the efficiency of the natural cell functions for the regenerative purpose. 184 
Graphene 3D scaffolds in tissue engineering
The success of tissue engineering depends on the biological communication between cells and the scaffold, which is controlled by the scaffold material and its characteristics. In order to induce cell adhesion, proliferation, and activation, scaffold material has to be biocompatible and competent to interact with the cells. The morphology, mechanical stability, and degradation kinetics of the scaffold material should match with the new tissue/organ to be engineered. Factors such as scaffold architecture, porosity (pore size and its distribution) and availability of surface area for cellular attachment control the outcome of the tissue regeneration process. 23, 152 Being an excellent biomaterial, graphene materials satisfy the design criteria and characteristics of an ideal scaffold component. Graphene nanomaterials based scaffolds have been employed in various medical applications including tissue engineering for the past few decades. The revolution of tissue engineering from 2D to 3D cultures introduced many concerns, which were suppressed by the excellent performance of graphene-based scaffolds. In the current scenario, graphene-based 3D scaffolds are used for tissue engineering of heart, bone, cartilage, nerve, skin, liver, etc. [185] [186] [187] [188] Furthermore, the utilization of undifferentiated stem cells cultured with suitable signals in the 3D culture could be developed into specific organ-based tissue, which supports the field of regenerative medicine by replacing the damaged organs. Owing to this, advances in stem cell-based tissue engineering have a huge reliance on graphene-based scaffolds, specifically in terms of inducing signals for cell differentiation and proliferation. 189, 190 Enhancement in the mechanical properties, excellent electrical conductivity, high optical transmittance, biodegradability, and its antibacterial property encourage further utilization of graphene-based scaffolds for 3D mammalian tissue culture. 106, 186 The developments in 3D scaffolds in terms of bioprinting could even create prevascularized tissue constructs with complex microarchitecture. [191] [192] [193] The investigations on cardiac cell culture utilizing graphene nanomaterials based scaffold rely on the factors such as electrical conductivity, flexibility, and mechanical stability. 116 Conductive 2D scaffolds utilizing RGO or GO in combination with gelatin methacryloyl (GelMA) as hydrogel forms were investigated by seeding with cardiomyocytes. The RGO sheets based scaffolds displayed enhanced cellcell interaction through their interaction with proteins either by charge-based electrostatic interaction or π-π interaction. Compared to the GelMA and GO-GelMA scaffolds, the RGO-GelMA scaffold exhibited spontaneous synchronous beating activity with cardiomyocytes, homogenous cell networks with cell-cell junctions, good electrical conductivity, etc. RGO-GelMA based scaffold presented a good response to adhesion, proliferation, and maturation of cardiac cells. The promising future of the tissue construct utilizing this RGO 2D scaffolds leads to the development of graphene-based 3D scaffolds for cardiac cells. 112 In cardiac engineering, graphene-based 3D
scaffolds have shown excellent capability in providing electrical stimulation in an extracellular environment, which are the unique features required for cultivating cardiac cells that have inherent electroactivity. In this study, GF modified with 0.02% gelatin/0.005% fibronectin was used as the scaffold. For analysis, HL-1 cells derived from mouse atrial tumors were used. An extracellular electrical response was observed corresponding to the calcium transient measurements in the cells which produced beating characteristics on the cells. This indicates that the use of graphene 3D scaffold is an ideal ECM for culturing cardiac cells. 116 Similarly, mouse embryonic stem cells were cultured on graphene 3D scaffolds made of PCL nanofibers prepared by electrospinning. The cells were seeded on the graphene-PCL 3D scaffold enabling the differentiation of embryonic stem cells to cardiomyocytes, and the conductive properties were analyzed. In addition, to understand the efficiency of the scaffold in cardiac tissue engineering, variations in the protein expressions and the beating characteristics of the cells corresponding to calcium transient were also evaluated. 194 In another study, graphene-based material has also shown enhanced activity in the bone formation and structuraltextural properties of a biomaterial. This modified graphene displayed pro-osteodifferentiation capability on the implants and scaffold materials by simple surface modifications. 195, 196 Combining RGO with natural bone mineral, nano-HA (nHA), which has excellent properties such as osteoconductivity and osteoinductivity, resulted in the design of a selfassembled biomimetic 3D scaffold suitable for bone tissue engineering. The porous 3D scaffold made by Nie et al, was investigated on in vivo bone repair efficiency, accentuating the impacts of the graphene composite on in vivo bone cell growth and mineralization. Interestingly, compared to RGO, the RGO-nHA based biomimetic 3D scaffold showed enhanced cell proliferation, alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity, and excellent osteogenic potential. In vitro studies on rat bone mesenchymal stem cells and in vivo studies on New Zealand white rabbits highlighted the biocompatibility and bone repairing ability of the 3D scaffold. The timely histological analysis of the bone repair process was investigated utilizing various techniques as shown in Figure 7 . For the studied duration of 6 weeks, more new tissue and cells were observed both in RGO and RGO-nHA scaffolds, however, the RGO-nHA scaffold showed new bone matrix, collagen, and osteoid tissue. Moreover, the proliferation of cells was found to be more in the RGO-nHA scaffold compared to RGO alone. The evaluation of bone cells on the sixth week displayed RGOnHA scaffolds with matured bone matrix ready for remodeling, whereas RGO exhibited only few ossification tissues.
In another study, 3D scaffold was prepared by combining GO with CS to analyze the potential of bone tissue engineering. To prepare the 3D culture bioconstruct, 3T3E1 mouse preosteoblasts were seeded on the surface of CS, CS/GO (0.5 wt%), and CS/GO (3 wt%). Subsequently, cells were allowed to diffuse through the porous scaffold with the required culture conditions. Compared with the cell cultures on CS scaffold, the cells on CS/GO scaffold resulted in metabolically active cells with no toxicity response in the tested period of 7 days, which indicated excellent biocompatibility of the scaffold. Moreover, 3T3E1 cell proliferation found to be dependent on the concentration of GO in the scaffold with its maximum proliferation obtained at 3 wt% of GO. The presence of GO improved the mechanical characteristics, pore formation, and bioactivity of the scaffold and thus promoted the possibilities for in vitro and in vivo bone tissue engineering. 198 Another similar scaffold was prepared by Saravanan et al, 199 by incorporating gelatin (GN) to GO and CS.
This 3D scaffold was prepared by freeze-drying approach and tested using rat osteoprogenitor cells. GO/CS/GN scaffold showed better physiochemical properties when tested for properties such as biodegradation, wettability, protein adsorption, and biomineralization, which all favored application toward bone tissue engineering. Additionally, it exhibited the potential to differentiate mouse mesenchymal stem cells into osteoblasts. The swelling property of the scaffold significantly improved with the addition of GO, probably due to the hydrophilic functionalities present in GO. Fibronectin and vinculin are essential proteins created by osteoblasts for assisting the attachment between cells and the scaffolds. The initial protein adsorption on biomaterials is a crucial factor for the successful biomaterial implants, where the addition of GO enhanced protein adsorption property of the 3D scaffold by providing its hydrophilic side functional groups and improving the surface area of the scaffold. The in vitro cytotoxicity and cell viability of the scaffold resulted in the expression of osteoblast differentiation marker genes such as ALP, type-1-collagen, and osteocalcin. The in vivo osteogenic ability is assessed by the healing process of tibial bone defects in rat models, where it got filled with 0.25% GO/CS/GN scaffold. The growth of new bone in the defect area proved the biocompatibility and osteogenic nature of GO/CS/GN scaffold. As shown in Figure 8 , the histological assessment was performed to determine the presence of formation of new bone in the rat tibial defect. 199 Having very limited regenerative capacity of cartilages, the preparation of tissue engineering scaffolds for cartilages is critically important. Liao et al, 200 designed a 3D
scaffold CSMA/PECA/GO using GO in combination with methacrylated chondroitin sulfate and poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether-ε-caprolactone-acryloyl chloride. The scaffold has macropores and interconnective structure. Moreover, the scaffold showed cartilage like biodegradation profile and mechanical properties. Additionally, the 3D scaffold exhibited excellent adhesion and proliferation of cartilage cells. From the biocompatible response of the scaffold in 3T3 cells which was implanted subcutaneously into a rat animal model, it was found that the scaffold underwent complete degradation in 2 weeks with no signs of hematoma and purulent activity. In vivo analysis on rabbit model was also conducted to analyze the scaffold's potential in healing a critical osteochondral defect, whereby a recovered subchondral bone and hyaline cartilage were observed. Besides these remarkable findings, the excellent electrical conductivity of the scaffold also makes it a suitable platform for bone, heart, and nerve tissue engineering. 200 As for skin tissue engineering, the key strategy to be considered while preparing a scaffold is vascularization. It could either be done by altering the physiochemical properties of the scaffold, biological activation of scaffold using growth factors or by creating prevascularized skin substitutes by seeding the scaffolds with vessel-forming cells. 201 In alignment with this, electrospun scaffolds made of GO in combination with PLGA and collagen (Col) were found to be successful in regenerating the skin tissues for wound healing treatments. The 3D interconnected pore structure and suitable hydrophilic/hydrophobic nature required for the cellular adhesion are some of the critical factors affecting the tissue development. Loading of GO and Col regulated a favorable role in the regeneration of skin and thus influenced the proliferation and migration of dermal fibroblasts. 202 Li et al, 203 prepared a 3D scaffold for skin tissue engineering, utilizing GF scaffold loaded with bone marrowderived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) to improve skin wound healing by its high water retention capability to maintain the moisture of wound. GF being a continuous and porous structure exhibited excellent biocompatibility and promoted the growth and proliferation of MSCs. The seeded MSCs controlled the upregulation of VEGF and basic fibroblast growth factor, thus initiated neovascularization. The antiscarring effect was observed as a result of the regulation of transforming growth factor-beta 1 and alpha-smooth muscle actin together with an increase of TGF-β3. In a nutshell, the GF-MSCs scaffold promoted the healing process with reduced scarring and enhanced vascularization. GF can provide topographical, chemical, and electrical cues in a scaffold to create an environment for the regeneration of skin tissue in the presence of favorable cellular microenvironment, where GF can induce the differentiation of MSCs to specific lineages (as skin cells). Figure 9 shows the in vivo imaging and details where the wound closure is observed better with GF-MSCs as compared with GF alone and control. 203 Another 3D scaffold developed by Shin et al, 204 was made of GO-GelMA hydrogel, seeded with cells which presented excellent cellular spreading and alignment with improved viability and proliferation with a suitable 3D microenvironment. This 3D hydrogel scaffold possesses tunable mechanical strength and enhanced electrical properties due to the presence of GO. Additionally, GO incorporation ensured the creation of complex artificial tissues with mechanical stability and improved cellular performance. This type of 3D scaffolds could be tuned to create different tissue constructs such as blood vessels, skin, skeletal muscle, and connective tissue by providing appropriate microenvironment. 204 A bioactive 3D scaffold was prepared by using RGO in combination with porcine acellular dermal matrix (PADM), composed of type I collagen. This porous, biodegradable, conductive, and biocompatible PADM-RGO scaffold was utilized for the nerve tissue engineering. Incorporation of RGO induced mechanical and electrical properties to the scaffold as well as improved the cell-cell interactions. Neural cells are electro-active in nature and thus a bioelectronics interface like RGO can influence the cell behavior. RGO can support the charge transport demand of the cells for regulating the nerve cell characteristics by acting as an interface material. Being electro-active, PADM-RGO scaffold could stimulate the differentiation of MSCs into neural cells and promote faster maturation of the neural cells. MSCs isolated from the femurs and tibias of 4 weeks-old male Wistar rats were introduced into the 3D scaffold to investigate the neural differentiation process. MSCs were cultured with neural differentiation medium and growth factors to induce the differentiation. Cell viability, structural changes, and protein expression were then analyzed to evaluate the development of neural tissue. Good proliferation and neural differentiation state with upregulation of Nestin, Tuj1, and MAP2 proteins were observed in the cultured cells. The 3D structure supports the growth and migration of the cells to the inner pores on the scaffold. As compared to 3D PADM alone, the RGO-PADM was found to be more active in promoting neurite sprouting and outgrowth in duration of 7 days. Moreover, the excellent biocompatibility, controlled biodegradability, and conductivity support the use of this scaffold in neural tissue engineering. 205 RGO-based porous 3D scaffold was used for the regeneration of injured rat spinal cord with mechanical compatibility, biocompatibility, topographical, and biological guidance cues. Exploiting the nontoxic nature of RGO, signs of healing response were observed in the lesion, which encourages the use of RGO scaffold for the repair of the nervous system. 206 Another 3D scaffold for nerve tissue engineering is developed by Jiang et al, 207 utilizing GF Murine microglia cell lines (BV2 cells) which were used to induce differentiation of stem cells to nerve cells. Neural stem cells (NSCs) were collected from hippocampus from 1-day postnatal ICR mice which were tested on 2D and 3D scaffolds made of GF. An enhanced neurosphere formation, activation of microglia, and migration of cells were observed in 3D-GF scaffold compared to the 2D-GF possibly due to topographical features of 3D-GF. Moreover, 3D-GF scaffold induced the production of protective factors, such as SDF-1α to enable NSC migration and adhesion during migration. 207 In another investigation, chronic tissue response of an injured rat spinal cord toward 3D graphene scaffold was analyzed by López-Dolado et al, 208 for a duration of 30 days. The RGO scaffolds were prepared by ice segregation-induced self-assembly technique.
Investigations on the adult male Wistar rats with RGO scaffold displayed injury stabilization, filling and healing without scars as shown in Figure 10 . In addition, the interface had GFAP + cells and pro-regenerative macrophages. RGO scaffolds induced angiogenesis around and inside the scaffold with numerous new functional blood vessels and regenerated neuronal axons. Whereas, the wound areas without RGO scaffold had few blood vessels and no axons. This investigation proved the capability of graphene-based materials to mediate the establishment of a pro-regenerative scenario in the injured spinal cord, even in the absence of any cells or neural growth factors. This strongly supports the utilization of graphene-based scaffolds in the regenerative therapy. 208 Another interesting investigation by Guo et al, 209 resulted in creating a self-powered electrical stimulationassisted neural differentiation system for MSCs. This involves the combination of a triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) for providing pulsed electric simulation signals and a poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) and RGO hybrid microfiber as a 3D scaffold. MSCs cultured on this conductive scaffold possess enhanced proliferation ability and thus improved neural differentiation. Hence, it shows the potential of this self-powered TENG electrical stimulation system for the acceleration of MSC differentiation into neural cells without bio/chemical cues. This encourages the development of graphene scaffold system as a wearable stimulation setup, to assist nerve regeneration for patients through TENG by triggering electrical signals utilizing the mechanical force generated when the patient walks. 209 
Graphene scaffolds in stem cells
Stem cells are effective tools in regenerative medicine, which could differentiate into various phenotypes. Stem cells could be harvested from a variety of tissues, including bone marrow, adipose, skeletal muscle, and placenta. Based on the type of stem cells (pluripotent or multipotent), they can differentiate into the same lineage cells or different lineage cells. The differentiation process of stem cells varies based on the scaffold components, soluble growth factors, physiological conditions, external stimuli, etc. 210 Differentiation response to different stimuli and thus the availability of proper scaffolds and toxicity concerns of scaffold materials were the critical factors which limit the stem cell-based tissue engineering. The introduction of graphene 3D scaffolds with excellent biocompatibility, flexibility, mechanical stability, optical transparency, and electrical/thermal conductivity demonstrated a major transformation in stem cell-based tissue engineering by encouraging stem cell adhesion, growth, expansion, and differentiation. 106, [211] [212] [213] An investigation on MSCs was carried out by Gui et al, 209 utilizing an electrically conductive scaffold prepared using RGO and PEDOT hybrid microfiber. The mechanically stable and biocompatible 2D scaffold prepared through this technique utilized a self-powered electrical stimulation system for differentiating MSCs into neural tissue even without any bio/chemical cues. 209 Similarly, electrically conductive 3D scaffolds were prepared by Sayyar et al, 214 by utilizing graphene/poly(trimethylene carbonate) composites which are UV-cross linkable. The incorporation of graphene at various concentrations improved the tensile strength, stability, and the electrical conductivity of the scaffold.
Mesenchymal cells (multipotent) derived from adipose tissue were used in the investigation to analyze the cell attachment, viability, proliferation, and differentiation. The presence of graphene in the scaffold had no toxic effects on the viability of MSCs. Moreover, the electrical stimulation of MSCs leads to upregulation of osteogenic markers in terms of ALP activity and Col 1 gene expression, which indicates a promising future of this scaffold in bone tissue engineering. 214 Electrically conductive GO foams (GOF) were used for the directional growth of neural cells by the differentiation of human neural stem cells (hNSCs) by electrical stimulation. The rolled GOF created a rough surface with high hydrophilicity and numerous pores. The differentiation process of hNSCs into neurons with elongated morphology was observed 2 weeks after the removal of growth factors from the media with electrical stimulations. The electrical resistance of GOF was suitably matched with the electrical stimulation currents (∼20 mA) produced, which induced the differentiation of neural cells. Additionally, the electrical stimulation resulted in accelerated growth and differentiation and proliferation of hNSCs. 215 Similarly, Li et al, 120 used GF for NSC culture. The GF exhibited complex structures with interconnected pores and found to be actively encouraging cell growth along with upregulating Ki-67 protein expression. The tested NSC showed fast attachment and excellent networking in the 3D scaffold. With a high specific surface area of 300-800 m 2 /g, GF contributed enhanced space for cell attachment and growth. Furthermore, the macroporous structure of 3D-GFs permits efficient mass transport of nutrients according to the metabolic requirements of NSC which in turn facilitate cell proliferation. Compared to 2D graphene, 3D GFs showed better performance in the cellular communication, transportation of oxygen and nutrients, removal of wastes, and cellular metabolism. Moreover, 3D-GFs acted as the perfect system to provide electrical stimulation to NSCs for differentiation. 120 Scope of 3D graphene scaffolds for liver tissue engineering
Being the largest internal organ in the human body, liver performs numerous complex functions such as metabolic, synthetic, immunologic, and detoxification processes. Furthermore, liver exhibits a unique capacity for regeneration, like complete restoration of liver mass and function even after a massive damage where at least 33% of the cells remain intact. However, the ultimate treatment for end-stage chronic liver ailments is liver transplantation, which is limited by the shortage of donors. Cell-based treatments could be a promising alternative to organ transplantation. Regardless of the complex structure and function of the liver, the advances in cell and tissue engineering, stem cell therapy, reprogramming, and engineered biomaterials have accelerated the progress of liver tissue engineering. [216] [217] [218] [219] [220] The main parenchymal cells are liver hepatocytes. The ultimate challenge of cell-based liver therapeutic strategy is the tendency of hepatocytes to fail in performing the liver-specific functions and loss of replication capacity when isolated from the normal in vivo microenvironment. Moreover, another critical factor is the presence of microenvironmental signals -soluble factors, ECM components, and heterotypic cell-cell interactions, which are to be maintained in the regulation of hepatocyte survival and phenotypic stability. 220 Various approaches have been developed to prevent the functional deterioration of hepatocytes such as a suitable ECM and co-culturing with non-parenchymal cells of liver. Moreover, differentiation of human stem cells to hepatocytes is also used for liver tissue engineering applications. 221 Numerous biomaterials and polymer scaffolds are utilized in liver tissue engineering. 222 Hepatic tissue engineering encompasses several approaches to develop adjunct internal liver support methods, such as hepatocyte transplantation and implantable hepatocytebased devices, as well as temporary extracorporeal liver support techniques, such as bioartificial liver assist devices. 223 For the large vital organs such as the liver, kidney, and heart, vascularization is critical to provide permanent engraftment and mass transfer of oxygen and nutrients. To form a 3D construct to generate a complete vascular system to be integrated with engineered tissue, micromachining technologies on silicon and Pyrex surfaces were carried out with standard photolithography techniques. The branched architecture of vascular and capillary networks was etched onto silicon and Pyrex surfaces, where hepatocytes and endothelial cells were cultured and subsequently lifted as single-cell monolayers from these 2D molds. During the investigations, the cells were found to be viable and proliferative on these surfaces. Moreover, hepatocytes maintained functions like albumin productionand the monolayers were folded into 3D tissues. This microfabrication technique found to be useful to form 3D conformations of living vascularized tissue for implantation. 224 A major limitation in the construction of a functional engineered liver is the short-term survival and rapid de-differentiation of hepatocytes in culture. However, the 3T3 fibroblast cells in a co-culture system displayed the potential to modulate function and viability of hepatocytes. Over an 18-day period after isolation, hepatocytes in pure culture rapidly declined in viability, lost two function markers, which is the secretion of albumin and ethoxyresorufin O-dealkylase activity. But the co-cultured hepatocytes maintained viability, possessed well-formed canalicular systems and displayed both functional markers. 225 Tissue engineering with 3D porous biomaterials is used for developing hepatic tissue, where cell seeding and distribution are carried out in an alginate scaffold. The structure and interconnectivity and hydrophilic nature of the alginate scaffold enabled efficient seeding of hepatocytes into the scaffolds up to 90% of the initial cells. Centrifugal force utilized seeding enhanced cell distribution in the scaffolds with higher viability and formed a network of connecting spheroids. In the resulted high-density cellular constructs, hepatocellular functions such as albumin and urea secretion as well as detoxification remained high during the 7-day culture. 226 The construction of a functional liver-tissue equivalent using tissue engineering is a complex task because it requires high-density blood vessel network, where decellularization technology is the solution to this problem. Triton X-100 is used to obtain a decellularized liver tissue with a fine vascular tree network template, where the distance between each vascular structure was less than 1 mm. HUVECs and hepatocytes/spheroids were introduced to the structure to prove that decellularized liver tissue is a potential scaffold for creating a practical liver tissue using tissue engineering technology.
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A geometrically polarized scaffold structure for a bioartificial liver support system was developed by using polyethylenterephthalate fabric with one of its side coated with a biodegradable PLGA film. The structure ensures the stability of the membrane during degradation. Upon hepatocyte culture, depending on the mesh size and on the pretreatment, aggregates were formed in the scaffold. The largest aggregates could be observed after 48 hrs when PVLA coating, large mesh size, and EGF were combined. 228 To engineer a uniformly continuous sheet of hepatic tissue using isolated primary hepatocytes, a temperature-responsive surface was used for efficient engraftment. When cultured on the temperature-responsive surface, it resulted in good engraftment to the surrounding cells, with the formation of 2D hepatic tissues that stably persisted for longer than 200 days. 229 However, the bioartificial liver device requires a suitable ECM for hepatocyte culture because hepatocytes are anchorage-dependent cells and are highly sensitive. Galactose-carrying synthetic ECMs derived from synthetic polymers and natural polymers were found to bind to hepatocytes through a receptormediated mechanism, resulting in enhanced hepatocyte functions. 230 In another study, a decellularized porcine, a liverderived biomatrix acts as a bioresorbable scaffold for primary rat hepatocytes. In the liver-derived biomatrix, hepatocytes were maintained for up to 45 days and liverspecific functions such as albumin synthesis, urea production, and P-450 IA1 activity were found to be significantly improved. In addition, this liver-derived biomatrix was found to be a bioresorbable and can be easily manipulated as an in vitro scaffold material. 231 In a more recent report, a highly porous CS-gelatin hybrid scaffold for liver tissue engineering was prepared by combining rapid prototyping, microreplication, and freeze-drying techniques. The scaffolds possess analogous configurations of veins, flowchannel network, and hepatic chambers. It also has excellent hydrophilicity and biodegradability. SEM and histological analyses show that it facilitates hepatocyte growth in the inner layer of the scaffold with the formation of large colonies in the predefined hepatic chambers, where these cavities could completely filled with hepatocytes during the 7-day culture. Albumin secretion and urea synthesis further indicated that the well-organized scaffolds were suitable for hepatocyte culture. 232 Using rapid prototyping technology, 3D structures composed of hepatocytes and gelatin hydrogel have been produced. An accurate 3D micropositioning system with a pressure-controlled syringe was employed to deposit cell/biomaterial structures with a lateral resolution of 10 µm. The pressure-activated micro-syringe creates a wide variety of 3D patterns with different arrays of channels. More than 30 layers of hepatocyte/gelatin mixture were laminated into a high spatial structure which remained viable and performed biological functions in the construct for more than 2 months. The rapid prototyping technology supports the high-throughput production of artificial human tissues or organs. 233 Primary rat hepatocytes and HepG2 cells were seeded on CS-Col hydrogel-coated textile scaffolds where, pure Col and Col blended scaffolds allowed higher cell growth compared to pure CS scaffold. It was suggested that hydrogel-coated textile scaffolds allowed favorable hepatocyte attachment, spheroid formation, and maintenance of function. These scaffolds could be useful for co-culturing hepatocytes and nonparenchymal endothelial cells in bioartificial liver support systems. 234 Poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate) microspheres were utilized to evaluate the synergistic effects of ECM protein combinations (Col-type I, laminin, and fibronectin) on a human hepatoma cell line, Hep3B to evaluate its proliferation and functions. The in vitro culture of Hep3B with ECM proteins-modified microspheres for 2 weeks was assessed by two hepatic functions, albumin secretion and P-450 activity via ELISA and EROD assays. The results showed that the combination of ECM proteins on microsphere surfaces has a significant effect on the proliferation of Hep3B cells, thus better at mimicking the in vivo environment for liver tissue engineering. 235 To investigate the biocompatibility and degradation of composite silk fibroin/gelatin scaffolds, in vivo analysis was done on Sprague-Dawley rats. A substantial cell attachment and proliferation were observed on the 2D scaffolds. Based on the gelatin concentration, it was observed that the cell adhesion and scaffold degradation rate have also improved. Despite slight inflammation, the human hepatic QZG cells showed excellent proliferation and relative growth rate on the 2D scaffolds. 236 Creating a transplantable liver tissue construct requires expansion of cells in an in vitro phase; genetic or immunological manipulation of cells; cryopreservation; and ex vivo genetic modification of patient's own cells prior to transplantation. Function and differentiation of liver cells are influenced by the 3D organ architecture. The use of polymeric scaffold permits 3D formation of a tissue and specific stimulations essential for appropriate differentiation of transplanted cells. In addition, culturing hepatocytes permits culture in a flow bioreactor system with increased function and survival of the cultured cells. Based on bioreactor technology, bioartificial liver devices were developed for extracorporeal liver support. 237 Bioreactors have supported in hepatocyte survival and maintain viable cells for several weeks. Incorporating concepts such as MicroElectroMechanical systems technology to bioreactors could promise the development of a fully functioning and implantable livers in the near future. 238 In vitro and in vivo investigations on the feasibility of selective propagation and differentiation of hepatocyte progenitors on poly-L-lactic acid (PLLA) 3D scaffolds were evaluated in the presence of nicotinamide, dimethyl sulfoxide, and oncostatin M. Albumin and DNA production in PLLA-cultured fetal mouse liver cells improved with culture time. Moreover, grafting of this in vitro PLLA-engineered liver tissue construct into the peritoneal cavity of 70% hepatectomized mice displayed a remarkably higher presence of albumin positive engrafted cells within 15 days after the operation. 239 In another study, a microfabricated array bioreactor was made of 3D silicon wafer scaffolds with cell-adhesive walls by deep reactive ion etching. A cell-retaining filter and reactor housing were designed to deliver a continuous perfusate through the 3D tissue mass. When primary rat hepatocytes were seeded into the reactors and cultured for up to 2 weeks, cells were rearranged extensively to form tissue-like structures and remained viable throughout the culture period. Furthermore, the preaggregation of the cells into spheroidal structures prior to seeding has improved the morphogenesis of tissue structure and upkeep of viability. 240 To evaluate the success of grafting rat and sheep decellularized liver matrix (DLM) into the normal rat liver, natural cell seeding process in homo/xenograft of DLM was compared. To compare the efficacy, biopsies of homograft and xenograft were assessed 8 weeks postoperatively, with histological evaluation and enzymatic assays for both in vivo and in vitro recellularized samples. In vitro recellularized DLMs were more analogous to natural ones compared with in vivo recellularized livers. Nevertheless, homografts displayed a more organized structure compared with xenografts. 241 When hepatocytes were cocultured with nonparenchymal cells from Lewis rats, they successfully attached and survived with functions on the 3D polymer (copolymers of polylactide-co-glycolide) microporous scaffolds in both static and flow conditions. 242 Besides this, the development of cellularbased liver tissue engineering is also focused on treating some genetic liver diseases such as Criglar-Najjar syndrome and glycogen storage-related diseases. The treatment was carried out by utilizing an agonistic antibody that stimulates the HGF/cMet pathway to achieve persistent survival of human hepatocytes (>140 days), which was grafted into mice under the kidney capsule space. 243 The safety profile of new drugs was then assessed based on the drug-liver interactions via in vitro screens based on cultured hepatocytes. In short, the complex liver physiology through the incorporation of heterotypic cell-cell interactions, 3D architecture, and perfused flow, could improve the safety profile analysis in drug discovery and development, including applications in molecular therapeutics. 244 Ultimately, the definitive goal of liver tissue engineering is creating an entirely functional transplantable liver in vitro. For this, adult hepatocytes or stem cell-derived hepatocytelike cells (HLCs) were engineered and maintained in an ECM like 3D structure to maintain their functional phenotype. 245 HLCs are useful in individualized drug development, toxicity testing, and disease modeling. 246 However, the limited growth and differentiation potential of adult hepatocytes were of concern in liver tissue engineering. On the other hand, foetal liver cellspossess an enormous growth and differentiation potential, hence, could be utilized for regenerative therapy. 247 In liver tissue engineering, a 3D
scaffold can be incorporated with hepatocytes, which are embedded in hydrogels or pre-seeded in the biomaterial scaffolds, like 3D bioprinting, where hepatocytes are mixed with a bio-ink and the mixture is printed in different forms, such as tissue-like layers or spheroids. [248] [249] [250] During the last decade, the struggles to develop a native ECM mimicking cell microenvironment of liver tissue have achieved some milestones, which resulted into forms of bioreactors, perfusion equipment, and cell expansion systems, etc. The future implantable liver therapy aims at cell encapsulation, 3D printing, and decellularization-recellularization technologies. Possibility of inflammatory responses is the expected challenges of the cell encapsulation techniques. The in vivo investigation of human HLCs derived from induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) encapsulated in alginate beads along with human hepatic stellate cells exhibited hepatic differentiation and excellent immunocompetency in mice models without causing immune rejection for up to 24 days. 251 In the case of 3D printed liver tissues, the cytocompatibility of the printing medium, extrusion pressure, thickness of the construct, temperature changes are few factors limiting the culturing of hepatocytes. 252, 253 When tested, the mouse iPSC derived hepatocytes mixed with alginate hydrogels displayed increased metabolic functions up to 28 days as in vitro culture and maintained biological functions of liver tissue up to transplantation in animal models. 254 3D scaffolds from artificial and natural sources were also utilized for hepatic tissue culture. 255 Decellularized tissues and organs resulted in perfusable ECM-derived scaffolds with preserved vascular integrity and natural tissue complexity for tissue engineering and drug toxicity testing. 256, 257 The implantable liver tissue engineering construct has constraints of biocompatibility, biodegradability, absence of fibrotic reaction, and maintenance of metabolic function. Similarly, the whole organ engineering in liver requires thrombogenic reactions, immunogenic functions, and long-term metabolic functions. In spite of the various advancements in liver tissue engineering using biomaterials, however, there are very limited studies utilizing graphene nanomaterials. The concerns about cytotoxicity, degradation, clearance from body, and inflammatory responses of graphene materials in hepatic tissue were the limiting factors and hindrance for further development. [258] [259] [260] [261] Interestingly, some graphene derivatives, with specific preparation methods for biocompatibility, are excellent biomaterials as 3D scaffolds for liver. Investigations of graphene nanomaterials like GO and GQD on hepatocytes showed their biocompatibility and nontoxic nature. 262, 263 In order to analyze the biocompatibility and degradation kinetics on liver cells, HepG2 hepatocarcinoma cells were seeded on 3D graphene scaffold. Analysis of this scaffold showed high cell viability (>90%), low lactate production, exceptional oxygenation platform, and a two-step oxidative biodegradation. These aspects emphasize the prospect of fabricating a fruitful 3D platform for the regeneration of liver tissue. 264 Characteristics such as excellent biocompatibility, specific surface area, interaction with cells (to promote cell growth, proliferation, and differentiation), electrical conductivity, and high porosity within the continuous macroporous structure enable efficient mass transfer (easy transport of nutrients, metabolites, waste products) and cell-cell interactions. Moreover, an influence on the stem cell differentiation, biodegradation, wettability, and anti-inflammatory properties supports the use of graphene-based materials as an excellent scaffold material for the future hepatic tissue engineering. In contrast, investigations of GO on male albino mice showed time and dose-dependent hepatotoxicity, oxidative stress, kupffer cell activation, DNA fragmentation, genotoxicity, etc. 265 Similarly, introduction of GO in Sprague-Dawley rats exhibited oxidative stress associated toxicity. The biochemical and histopathological analysis reported serum biochemical changes, escalation in the level of ROS, liver enzymes (alanine, aspartate, alkaline phosphates), concentration of lipid hydroperoxide and damage to liver tissue. 265 Advances in stem cell-based therapies, liver-on-a-chip technologies, disease modeling, drug testing, and organ-specific vascularization technique offer promise to the liver regenerative therapy. [266] [267] [268] In addition, optimization of graphene-based compatible 3D scaffolds along with stem cell sources and bioengineering approaches could deliver a fully functional transplantable liver for the future generations.
Limitations of graphene nanocomposite based 3D scaffold
The major concern of graphene-based 3D scaffold is its toxicity. Though many investigations have been successfully proved the biocompatible nature of graphene-based scaffolds, few investigations point out the possibility of cytotoxicity of graphene materials. 269 Numerous functionalization methods are available to alleviate the cytotoxic response of graphene nanomaterials. Hitherto, based on the structure, size and preparation methods, toxicity could be varied. 185, 270, 271 Another concern is the mass transfer in the scaffold for the proper access of nutrients to cells and removal of waste metabolites. However, the macroporous 3D scaffolds made of GF found to be efficient in mass transfer aspects and efficient oxygenation in tissue engineering. By altering the pore size or pore distribution of the scaffold, mass transfer and oxygenation of the scaffold could be improved. Other issues faced in 3D graphene scaffold are biodegradation kinetics of graphene. The biodegradation kinetics of the scaffold is critical as the degradation kinetics of scaffold material should match with the cell proliferation and construct formation. Delayed or fast degradation kinetics of the scaffold could negatively influence and collapse the engineered tissue construct. Due to the 3D complex structure, the visualization of cell proliferation and vascularization is also limited. However, the interconnectivity of the pores in the 3D scaffold enables cell signaling, encourages growth, proliferation, and tissue formation in 3D tissue engineering. In case of bioprinting, solid free form of fabrication of scaffold and introduction of an artificial vascularization system could also be presented to achieve a sophisticated scaffold design.
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Conclusions
The utilization of graphene-based materials in 3D scaffolds creating a revolutionary impact on the tissue engineering field by providing biocompatible and biomimicking scaffolds. The 3D scaffolds made of graphene with nanotopography recreate the real ECM conditions owing to their structural, chemical and biological responses. The micro/macroporous structure promotes cell-cell interactions, proper signaling, enhanced oxygenation, and improved cellular adhesion/proliferation. The different physiochemical properties of graphene nanomaterials permit a favorable microenvironment for the enhanced growth of cells and thus provide required stimuli for cellular differentiation to specific cell lineage. The 3D scaffolds made of graphene-based materials enable selective permeability to gases, improved oxygenation to entire scaffold along with proper mass transfer which enables the transport of nutrients and waste metabolites in the system. Despite the limitations, bioprinting is an excellent alternative for bioactive 3D scaffold preparation with reliable features such as control over the pore size, repeatability of the scaffold, ability to create proper vascularization which supports efficient mass transfer. Moreover, based on the type of the tissue to be cultured, the hardness of the scaffold and topography could be adjusted during the preparation of scaffold. The biodegradation kinetics, water retention property, and excellent mechanical stability make graphene 3D scaffold a better in vitro system, which closely resembles in vivo conditions. The outstanding electrical conductivity is another excellent feature which qualifies the use of graphene scaffolds for cardiac and neural tissue culture. Response of graphene 3D scaffold toward different physiochemical external cues, to endorse the differentiation of pluri/totipotent stem cells is another attractive feature which is being explored in tissue engineering. However, the anxiety over the toxicity and the exclusion of graphene materials from organisms remain as a serious concern which limits its further applications. An extensive investigation on the in vivo response of graphene materials could reveal the critical factors which induce toxic responses and could extend the possibilities of graphene scaffolds in clinical investigations. Considering the success of graphene-based 3D scaffolds in heart, skin, bone, neuron, and cartilage engineering, it could also be a promising tool in cultivating hepatocytes for liver tissue engineering in the near future.
